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Best Practice Framework for 
Smart Card Migration in Six Steps – 
Colleges and Universities

Step 1: Ensure all stakeholders are included in the process

Begin by ensuring that all stakeholders are included in the migration planning 
process. This could (and often does) include Information Technology (IT), Card 
Services, Food/Dining Services, Library Services, Printing Services, Safety 
Certification Compliance, Resident/Housing, Parking Services, and even outside 
vendors such as those for transportation or others. In short, you’ll want to 
include everyone that could potentially take advantage of your new Smart 
Card technology, as their input will help shape how the new card service will be 
designed, activated and used most effectively. In fact, the lack of stakeholder 
inclusion was reported as the NUMBER ONE obstacle to successful Smart Card 
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Abstract

Although the vast majority of today’s forward-thinking colleges and 
universities have embraced the concept of multi-function Smart Cards or 
“one cards” for their students, faculty and staff, some are falling behind 
initiating the transition from legacy technologies such as traditional magnetic 
stripe (magstripe) and low-frequency proximity (prox) cards.

These institutions understand that moving to high-frequency, contactless 
“one-card” technology will provide their students, faculty and staff with a 
more secure and convenient on-campus experience. They long to realize 
the benefits of utilizing multi-function Smart Cards for accessing a myriad 
of services and applications campus-wide. So, what is standing in the way? 
Why are these institutions lagging behind the majority?

Surprisingly, it isn’t merely budget constraints or limited resources. 
Interviews conducted with several institutions revealed that many just don’t 
know where to start. The options alone can seem overwhelming. Which 
technology options are best for our institution now and long term? Who 
should be involved in the planning of this transition? How do we execute this 
migration with as little disruption as possible? What best practices should we 
follow?

In a nutshell, where do we begin?

This white paper will explore a real-world, tried and true, best practice 
framework for Smart Card migration success, highlighting six critical steps 
that, when executed properly, take the guess work out of how to realize all 
that a Smart Card implementation promises. 

Did You Know?

Contactless technologies allow

universities and colleges to 

combine Photo ID, residence hall 

key card, library card, cafeteria 

pass and bus pass functions 

onto a single, highly secure,

campus Smart Card
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adoption. 

Beyond that, including stakeholders in the earliest planning stages can prove 
monetarily beneficial. An often overlooked solution to counter the cost impact 
of a Smart Card system upgrade is that costs can be shared. For example, when 
universities identified all of the departments that would be impacted and/or 
benefit from the upgrade and implementation of multi-application Smart Cards, 
many were able to unearth additional budget for the project. Institutions found 
that costs could be spread among multiple department budgets — and that a 
key success factor in securing project budget was obtaining buy-in from various 
department heads.

Stakeholder inclusion also ensures that potential challenges are identified 
up front and overcome — even before migration begins — which promises a 
smoother, less disruptive and more timely implementation overall.

Step 2: Complete a baseline evaluation and security assessment

Surely, the mere thought of leveraging new technologies and the benefits they 
will bring to your institution can be an exciting venture. But before you get 
too far along, conducting a baseline evaluation and security assessment of 
what’s in place today — and what is needed going forward — is a best practice 
that must not be bypassed. Such an evaluation will help you identify priorities 
and plan the timing for the implementation of the various elements that will 
comprise your overall solution. A proper assessment will also ensure that gaps 
are shored up and not overlooked once your migration begins. This will go a long 
way to mitigate unforeseen hurdles such as unexpected costs cropping up or 
overlooking critical security risks that need addressing.

A baseline evaluation and security assessment should minimally include:

 � Information about the current technologies in place and precise details 
about where they are installed and how they are used.

 � Details about how the cards are currently being used. When a new 
technology is implemented, you’ll want to consider current and future user 
experiences.

 � Identification of security gaps/concerns or known issues that the new card 
program will address (and/or should address first!)

 � Card-to-Reader Ratio. Identifying the number of readers and student 
population size will help you determine the best implementation approach 
and timing. Beyond physical access to buildings and rooms, be sure to take 
into account logical access to networks, databases, workstations and secure 
print as desired – both existing and planned.

 � Specifics about how cards are currently being issued. Once you select your 
preferred card technology, you’ll want to ensure that your issuance process 
remains efficient. For example, does your current card personalization 
software support the ability to read data during the print process for easy 
upload  
and integration with your existing, relevant databases?

Other less critical but highly recommended considerations to incorporate into 
your overall assessment should include awareness about:

 � All disjointed card systems that may be in place (spanning access, POS or 
other).

 � New buildings versus old (different technology requirements for each or can 
they leverage the same technologies?)
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 � Standalone locks that require their own access (lab doors, etc.).

 � Doors that currently use metal keys for entry.

 � Current construction and quality of doors, frames, hinges, physical locks — 
will these accommodate your new, planned system as is or must alterations 
be made? 

From the above additional considerations, you will be more readily able to 
determine where it makes the most sense to move from physical/mechanical 
locks to electronic-only.

To ensure that no stone remains unturned, it is also highly recommended that 
you speak with a security expert in your area and, when possible, involve them 
in your quality-check and facility walk-through. Such experts are highly qualified 
to make note of any current security gaps or risks that should be addressed. 
They will also be able to provide guidance and recommendations for keeping 
mechanical locks in place versus replacing them with electronic, card-accessible 
locks for certain access points dependent on your security needs.

Your trusted integrator may also assist you in planning and executing a thorough 
evaluation and assessment.

Step 3: Clearly define the goals of your campus card solution and select 
relevant elements

Clearly defining your goals and overall vision for your new campus card solution 
is of paramount importance. The most effective way to begin defining your goals 
is simply to ask yourself, “What do I want my cards to do?” 

Do you want your ID cards to provide physical access to doors and buildings? 
Will your cards be used for cashless payment for food service/dining plans, 
school store, laundry or vending? Do they need to support other debit and/or 
credit transactions and/or banking? Should they support off-campus transit or 
other uses?

Once you have your baseline of overarching goals defined, you will then want 
to prioritize your goals. Identify the primary needs of your Smart Card upgrade 
project versus those that are secondary or less critical. Begin thinking about your 
project in terms of phases of an overall transition. For example, will you continue 
to support contact/magstripe access to some on-campus facilities during your 
Smart Card migration? 

You will also want to take into account legacy applications that you plan to 
maintain for the long term, even after your transition is complete. Do you plan 
to continue maintaining some barcode- or magstripe-based applications that do 
not support contactless Smart Cards, such as library check-out?

Finally, you should ask yourself, “What does the future look like beyond the initial 
phases of my Smart Card implementation?” Will you need to tie into off-site 
services such as transit that will require your cards to incorporate MIFARE 
DESFire EV1 chip technology, for example? Do you plan to allow students to use 
mobile phones and/or wearables in the future for physical access or on-campus 
transactions?

Addressing all of the above at the onset of migration planning will not only help 
you identify potential stakeholders, this will also assist you in establishing the 
technology standards on which your selection of solution elements, products 
and platforms should be based to realize your vision.

Step 4: Leverage outside support to tie services together

Beyond leveraging the knowledge and expertise of your systems integrator, 
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partner or outside technology consultant, an often overlooked best practice is to 
reach out to one’s university peers who have worked through similar migrations. 
This will allow you to gain insight on such topics as:

 � Best practices that worked for them and how/why.

 � Uncovering funds to cover the cost of migration / upgrade.

 � Planning, implementation timing and roll-out recommendations.

 � Integration of off-campus services and applications such as transportation 
and banking.

In addition to the above, you’ll also have the opportunity to hear about their 
lessons learned overall. As they say, hindsight truly is 20/20, and many that have 
executed successful migrations, no doubt, learned many valuable lessons along 
the way. Leveraging this previously untapped resource can assist you in avoiding 
pitfalls, refine implementation timing and thwart unexpected costs. 

Step 5: Select a service provider / integration partner

A key consideration in selecting the best service provider and/or integration 
partner is flexibility. When evaluating such partners — first and foremost, you 
should seek a solution provider and system integrator that have the expertise 
and end-to-end capabilities that cover the entire scope of your project.

To ensure interoperability among legacy and future systems during and after your 
Smart Card implementation, you will need a solution provider that can bridge 
those gaps. It is critical that you do not settle for providers or integrators that 
limit your options simply because they are limited in their technology offerings 
and/or expertise. 

During this process, it is often helpful to leverage your pre-defined goals on 
which to base your evaluation questions for potential partners. For example, if 
you will be supporting legacy and new technologies simultaneously, does your 
potential integrator offer multi-technology readers that will retain your existing 
student ID numbering system as you migrate to new, contactless Smart Card 
platforms? Can they provide combination contact and contactless cards? 

Beyond the above, can they offer, install and provide ongoing support for 
elements that allow you to migrate your facilities at your own pace and in 
line with your investment readiness? Does your potential integrator have an 
established successful history working with other providers of campus/cashless 
card systems and integrated security and transaction solutions such as CBORD®, 
TouchNet® +Heartland®, Counter Solutions®, Atrium®, ITC Systems® or others?

Finally, let us not overlook the importance of the card issuance process. This may 
be a good opportunity to review the overall experience as it relates to issuing 
cards to your students and faculty.  Does your process provide the flexibility to 
capture/print from mobile offerings? Do you plan to pre-print and pre-encode 
your cards? Does your provider offer such a service? Many universities opt 
to pre-print card backgrounds with school logos and pre-encode facility/site 
codes, standard physical access locations and even some POS data that will 
be used by all cardholders. These pre-printed cards are then personalized with 
photos and cardholder-specific data from your campus card management 
system (e.g., CBORD®, TouchNet® +Heartland®, Counter Solutions®, Atrium®, ITC 
Systems® or others) using on-campus printers that support inline printing and 
encoding in one seamless step. Ideally, your chosen campus card system should 
be able to provide the ability to initiate the card issuance process from within 
their application. As such (and in the event you are evaluating such a system), 
it is recommended that you determine if the campus card systems you are 
considering support this function during your qualification process. Leveraging 
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both pre-print services for card backgrounds and pre-encoding, along with 
onsite personalization for cardholder-specific data, significantly speeds up the 
issuance process. This combination is ideal for issuing large numbers of student 
and staff IDs at peak times such as the beginning of a school year. Additional 
cost and time-saving benefits of leveraging pre-printed cards and onsite, inline 
personalization include:

 � Photos and data can be gathered online prior to registration.

 � Cards can be printed, encoded and laminated in a single, seamless step.

 � Onsite printers can be equipped with various encoding options to support 
multiple technologies (Smart Card/magstripe) in a single pass, significantly 
speeding up issuance and shortening wait times.

 � Inline encoding reduces manual data entry and encoding errors, as 
cardholder data is retrieved directly from the source database.

 � More cards can be quickly and easily produced by card services staff in the 
same amount of time. 

Your chosen provider and campus card management system should offer 
services and technologies that allow you to leverage these benefits.

Another major consideration selecting your solution provider is the underlying 
nature of the technology platform they offer. Does it support a secure and 
flexible identity data structure? Is it chip agnostic and device-independent? 
Is it based on new and open credential standards to support your data and 
transaction needs spanning access control, PC logon, cashless payment, vending 
and transit? Does it support a wide array of Smart Card technologies such as 
iCLASS, MIFARE DESFire, Indala and others? Do their products and solutions for 
secure physical, logical and application access easily and seamlessly integrate 
with your preferred campus card management system, ID card printers and 
encoders?

Such seamless integration is imperative, as this not only ensures system 
components and software operate as intended, eliminating the potential to open 
gaps or expose weak points in your security infrastructure — it also enhances 
your overall campus security, reduces risk and protects your technology 
investment for years to come.

Finally, you’ll have greater peace of mind knowing you have ongoing support 
from one trusted vendor. Multi-vendor, “piece-meal” solutions could have some 
providers pointing fingers at one another should a technical issue arise. 

Step 6: Issue multi-technology credentials and upgrade only critical access 
readers

Experience tells us that, in the vast majority of cases, it is best practice to 
establish a standard of multi-technology credentials that include both high 
frequency contactless and low frequency proximity or contact technologies. 
Simultaneously, it is recommended that you implement contactless readers only 
at critical locations that require added security such as residence halls and labs. 
This can cut your initial investment costs significantly while still allowing you 
to secure critical areas right away. What’s more, this approach allows you the 
greatest flexibility in transitioning at your own pace. 

A single Smart Card can securely house up to four different access control 
technologies including Weigand™, magstripe, low frequency, high frequency 
or contact chip. Issuing multi-technology Smart Cards that provide support for 
both new and legacy applications allows you to begin reaping the benefits of 
accessing new, on-campus, closed-loop payment systems and higher security 
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areas while preserving students’ abilities to use older technologies already in 
place for library check-out, for example, or accessing lower-security areas that 
still use magstripe or barcode readers. 

This also allows you to upgrade security only for specific departments or 
facilities/buildings — giving you the option to upgrade readers for only the 
most sensitive locations now, and swap out the rest over time. The beauty and 
simplicity of this solution is that multi-technology cards allow students, faculty 
and staff to enter any location for which they are approved, regardless of whether 
it has an old or new reader. These combination “high/low” frequency credentials 
need only be issued to those who need them. Low frequency readers can simply 
remain in place at standard entrances to less sensitive areas.

So, whether you have multiple access technologies in place left over from past 
partial migrations or newer technologies implemented to accommodate new 
applications, high-secure areas or even new buildings and facilities, a combination 
technology card can serve as a very immediate, yet cost effective, first step in 
your overall upgrade strategy.

Communication is key

Finally, an often overlooked critical key to success is constant communication 
with all those involved. As your migration progresses forward, open and 
consistent communication between departments, decision makers, partners and 
integrators will pave the way for a smooth transition. As risks are assessed and 
goals are pinned down, it is not uncommon that new discoveries are made that 
may alter a shift in priorities or approach. As such, it is highly recommended that 
a team of stakeholders be assigned early on and meet regularly to openly discuss 
progress, as well as any potential roadblocks that may have arisen since the last 
meeting. Consistent interaction with essential stakeholders throughout the entire 
process will ensure questions and concerns are addressed swiftly and that all 
involved are “on the same page,” eliminating misunderstandings that could result 
in unnecessary costs or project delays.

Conclusion

While it can seem difficult at first glance to know just where to begin a large 
transition such as a campus-wide Smart Card upgrade, having a plan in place 
and leveraging tried and true best practices takes the guess-work out of such an 
endeavor and lays the foundation for a smoother, less costly, successful migration. 
To find out more about cost effective HID Global solutions for campus security 
and safety, please visit us at: https://www.hidglobal.com/education or download 
one of these informative papers:

Top 5 Reasons Colleges and Universities Are Moving to Smart Cards

Debunking Top 5 Smart Card Migration Myths for Colleges and Universities

About HID Global 

HID Global is the trusted source for innovative products, services, solutions, and 
know-how related to the creation, management, and use of secure identities for 
millions of customers around the world. The company’s served markets include 
physical and logical access control, including strong authentication and credential 
management; card printing and personalization; visitor management systems; 
highly secure government and citizen ID; and identification RFID technologies 
used in animal ID and industry and logistics applications. The company’s 
primary brands include ActivID® , EasyLobby® , FARGO® , IdenTrust® , LaserCard®, 
Lumidigm® , Quantum Secure and HID® . Headquartered in Austin, Texas, HID 
Global has over 2,200 employees worldwide and operates international offices 
that support more than 100 countries. HID Global® is an ASSA ABLOY Group 
brand. For more information, visit hidglobal.com
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